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EXCLUSIVE ten-page Pandemic Primer included!Â Written by Steven Konkoly, author of The
Jakarta Pandemic, the Pandemic Primer outlines a simple, no-nonsense strategy to approach a
pandemic emergency. Take the first steps to protect your family from an outbreak of enterovirus,
Avian Flu, Swine Flu, or Ebola and order now!PRACTICAL PREPPING: NO APOCALYPSE
REQUIREDÂ is a light-hearted, instructional look at practical readiness concepts that nearly
ANYONE can embrace--without seriously interrupting your life or draining your bank account.This
isn't a book about ditching the suburbs for a heavily defended, self-sufficient compound in the
mountains.Â We explore practical first steps YOU can takeÂ to prepare for the disasters YOU are
most likely to experience. Few people want to spend an inordinate amount of time and money
preparing for something that is unlikely to happen. Neither do we! No Apocalypse Required to read
this book.Randall S. Powers and Steven Konkoly offer a layered, foundational approachÂ that can
be tailored to YOUR circumstances and motivation level. We think you'll be surprised by how little
time, effort and hard-earned cash you'll need to put intoÂ PRACTICAL PREPPING.
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Steve Konkoly and Practical Tactical have teamed up and written a book that Demands to be read.
If youre like me when you try to Prep or try to organize or prioritise what you need to gather,its easy
to just end up spinning in the mud cause the most difficult part has been to get pointed in the right
direction. Well Help has FINALLY ARRIVED! Its been a while since Ive been this excited about a
book,but this one is a GEM !! Not just filled with exciting tips but actually will show you how to
prioritize and Structure. Ive been wanting to start prepping for a xouple years now but never (except
for the Guns lol ) never knew where to begin and how to structure it. I Do Now ! This can be done
and done Sensibly !! Listen...I love Apocalyptic Anything but generally stay away from books on
Prepping. Most of them basically say the same garbled stuff. THIS IS NOT THE CASE WITH
PRACTICAL PREPPING !!Read it. Read it Now. Dont let this one by in the times we live in. This
book was written with giving you the REALISTIC TAKE on prepping

An insightful, entertaining guide to survival and the development of a survivalist's mentality. The
blend of Konkoly's signature thriller fiction to illustrate key points and the conversational, yet
informative perspective of the two authors in tandem, makes for a captivating read. Together, the
authors cover every catastrophe that comes to mind when discussing the "big bad." Perhaps this
reader's favorite aspect of this book: The authors focus on the layman's preparation for disaster,
asking the question "what are you trying to survive?" I found this to be a refreshing
approachâ€”challenging not only those who view prepping as bizarre, but those who take prepping
to overzealous levels. It's a very evenhanded approach, and one dexterously handled by Konkoly
and Powers.

Not only is this an excellent resource, it's written by two of the best in the field. Steven Konkoly, a
former Marine, writes both thriller and dystopian fiction. Randall Powers, founder of Practical
Tactical, provides planning and training for individual worst case scenario planning. A
recommended read.

This book gives a practical overview of some of the subjects involved in preparing for several types
of disaster scenarios in a way that illustrates them without a lot of hype or scare tactics. "Just the
facts" with the sense of urgency that being prepared for the worst while hoping for the best that
preparation should have.

Really gets you thinking what you need to do. I know Iâ€™m not really prepared, so now I have a
really good place to start. And the first place to start is not shopping; rather think what youâ€™ll
really need. The figure out what and how much youâ€™ll need for yourself and others in your family.
Thanks guys.

this is an interesting approach to the subject. the concepts of preparedness are broken down into
categories and presented from two different POVs, with emphasis always on what the READER
wants to do. We do all have our different opinions of when and how the S will HTF, and that is what
they tell you to prepare for. They talk about different levels of being prepared what ever your
scenario. I enjoy Konkoly's fiction, and he brings that entertaining writing style to this book. Powers
is a professional preparedness consultant and brings that to balance Konkoly's thoughts.

Great book even if you're not actually planning on going down the preparedness road. It does give
the information as far as what specific supplies one would need for disaster situations. However, I
think the main take-away of this book is how to think in a more prepared and educated way about
everyday situations that people may take for granted because of the quality of life many of us now
have. It encourages you to not only learn about your environment, but to develop a connection with
it as well. The authors takes a ground-up approach that makes, what appears to be a huge
endeavor, seem very manageable. They also try to help develop your individual priorities in tailoring
your own unique style in preparedness. Lot of substance for such an entertaining read.

This is chock-full of information written in an entertaining style, making it an easy, informative read. I
particularly appreciated the lists of items needed and the reasoning behind them. The "rule of
threes" is great advice!
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